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Abstract: The cities of growing countries are project implementation of rail-based transit systems, especially metro rail, as a 
technique to the problems of urban traffic congestion and rapidly growing journey call for, preserving in view the goal of 
sustainable improvement. Site visitor’s congestion particularly unearths its roots in the ever-increasing quantity of personal 
automobiles, which in turn is in most cases attributed to low ranges of provider supplied by means of existing public transport. 
After the creation of metro device, however, an evaluation as to whether or not the machine has been successful in veering the 
loads far from their non-public modes and onto the brand-new metro mode is of critical significance.  This paper offers such an 
investigation on the mode shifting behavior towards a operational metro rail mode in India, in order to apprehend the important 
thing tangibles perceived maximum critical with the aid of the cease person accountable for the mode shift. 
In those files, particular methodologies are carried out, the use of nearby parameters for call for forecasting functions. However, 
not a great deal attention is usually dedicated to capacity users, their modal choice traits, willingness to shift to metro and 
conditions beneath which this type of shift would be encouraging. Therefore, it's miles frequently unclear what the real public 
belief of a new service is and their hobby in the use of it in the destiny. Due to diverse shortcomings in feasibility research, the 
actual call for metro services is frequently tons lower than initially predicted. Consequently, a survey focused on a group of 
capacity metro users positioned near a planned metro line changed into designed to investigate commutator willingness to shift 
to metro and consist of tender factors that might facilitate the sort of alternate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Rapid urbanization and momentous growth of private vehicle ownership are intensifying the travel demand in urban India, 
where the road capacity augmentation in urban areas is also often restricted by space constraints. Those create an imbalance 
among the  demand and the supply of shipping infrastructure.  The growing imbalance is aggravating traffic congestion and 
vehicular emissions in urban areas and becoming a daily hurdle for urban dwellers. In this context, the need for improving 
public transport patronage is well recognized by the Governments, transport planners, and researchers. The authorities of 
India and numerous country governments have already been taken up several initiatives to uplift the general public transport 
usage and thereby cater down the private automobile stocks in urban areas. Even though, bus is the important mode of public 
delivery in most of the people of Indian towns due to its ‘low fare’ and ‘flexibility’, megacities including Kolkata, Delhi, 
Bengaluru, and Mumbai have also developed metro rail as an ‘efficient’ and ‘eco-friendly’ mass rapid transit system 
(MRTS) to increase public transport patronage. A few more cities such as Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Kochi, Jaipur, Patna, 
Nagpur and Pune are developed metro rail system in the present time to strengthen their urban transportation systems. 
A success implementation of the metro in exceedingly populated Indian cities can be a tremendous solution considering the 
problem of street infrastructure and high tour demand. The success of metro does now not depend completely at the layout 
of community, region of station, frequency of carrier, fare, and so on., however also on ‘switch facilities’ in and round metro 
stations as metro rail does now not offer ‘door-to-door’ facility. In this context, ‘switch centers’ talk to the facilities 
furnished internal and around metro stations including ‘level exchange’, ‘journey facts’, and ‘pedestrian centers’ to facilitate 
metro commuters to get their smooth get right of entry to feeder mode stops from the metro platform and vice versa. Several 
researchers have highlighted the want for incorporating ‘switch facilities’ round multi-modal passenger stations. The 
prominence of station vicinity transfer centers and their effects on commuters’ tour behavior have additionally been 
investigated by researchers. The role of switch facilities is given due significance inside the ‘station site and get entry to 
making plans guide’ developed with the aid of the Washington metropolitan area transit authority. Latest pointers posted via 
the transportation research board (TRB) for ‘providing get entry public transportation stations’ also spotlight the need for 
switch centers inside the context of get entry to region planning for public transportation stations.  
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Unfortunately, the adequate emphasis has not been given on switch facilities in and round metro stations inside the Indian 
context. There are obvious deficiencies related to ‘qualitative’ attributes of transfer centers. This paper is one of the few 
searching at people’s willingness to shift from their current modes of transport to metro, carrying out a survey prior to the 
new provider launch. It's far believed that new know-how received from this approach will allow metro operators and 
government to access new records, which can help them apprehend ability users’ perspectives better and facilitate new 
selections to meet their expectations concerning the new service. 
 

II. BACKGROUND 
A.  Modal Choice 
Usually, a trip begins with a cause. 4 journey reasons had been recognized: domestic–work commuting, domestic–school 
commuting, business and enjoyment [4]. The way human beings pick out to tour to their locations is based totally on a complicated 
set of things and, as said in ref. [4], this could take region consciously or unconsciously. This manner is known as modal preference, 
and 3 techniques to it is able to be outstanding: rationalist (in which time and value play a key position), socio-geographical (with 
spatial issue) and socio-mental (with attitudes), each with their own traits. The rationalist method is most famous inside the 
literature, and it's far based on maximizing time and price parameters [4]. There are over 20 one of a kind modal desire determinant, 
a number of which are studied more often (e.g. Vehicle availability, age, gender, earnings) than others (e.g. Trip chaining, lifestyle, 
perceptions, conduct) [4]. Limitations and bridges to modal shift were investigated in ref. [5].  The authors break up boundaries into 
three classes: tough, gentle and complementary. Examples of such limitations, in the context of a shift from non-public to public 
delivery (mainly rail), are listed in desk 1. Tender obstacles to public transport are associated with the manner its miles perceived 
through people and the high-quality of the revel in it gives. It has been observed that extra nations, mainly evolved nations, are 
focusing extra on sustainable shipping alternatives, which include public shipping, which brings benefits of an environmental and 
reasonable nature, and this method has been enforced by way of the united nations of their ongoing sustainable development desires 
strategy [6]. Derek Halden consultancy [5] points out that there can be multiple limitations to modal shift at a time and ‘‘tackling 
one or problems will haven't any impact if other barriers continue to be’’ as modifications in travel conduct will handiest arise while 
‘‘all the applicable boundaries had been addressed’’ (p. 63). However, bridges to modal shift have also been recognized, and these 
can be divided into 4 categories: enhancements to options, making vehicle travel much less attractive, management and 
management, and generation records and advertising and marketing. The longest list of bridges could be recognized as diverse sorts 
of improvements that might be made via nearby government and public delivery operators, and associated with [5]: 
1) The first-class of the ready environment (bus stops and rail stations) 
2) Progressed protection (through CCTV and decreased vandalism) 
3) Electronic and printed statistics 
4) Large station car parks 
5) Enforcement of bus lanes 
6) Greater priority to pedestrians (e.g., Secure pavements) 
7) Higher multimodal integration (interchanges, timetables, records and ticketing) 
In addition, highlighting advantages of public shipping, from higher surroundings for all to advanced nicely-being of individuals, 
could assist humans to narrate their mode shift to extra fantastic adjustments in their neighborhood communities. 
a) Modal Choice Modelling: The cause of modal preference modelling is to analyses the picks that human beings (people or 

corporations) make in selecting transport modes, and these selections can be distinctive for specific kinds of experience 
[7]. Consequently, the goal of such modelling is to are expecting the percentage of journeys made by using mode, and 
often the percentage of journeys by public transport [7]. Techniques utilized in mode preference modelling have evolved 
over the many years, and in general, two forms of strategies may be prominent: probabilistic techniques the use of facts 
and contemporary artificial intelligence-primarily based techniques using computational intelligence (ci). Probabilistic 
techniques belong to a more conventional technique, with probit or logit fashions famous inside the 1960s and 1970s 
and the nested logit version famous since the 1990s till the prevailing, even as current synthetic intelligence-based 
totally strategies were carried out since Nineteen Nineties and include artificial neural networks (ANNs) and fuzzy good 
judgment systems [8]. An in depth evaluate of numerous techniques is obtainable in ref. [8], wherein the authors go into 
info of each method (with their benefits and downsides), introduce equations and provide precise examples which have 
been carried out within the transport literature over the previous couple of many years. Developing and implementing 
practical models to look at modal choice is vital, as it could affect the assessment of new transport alternatives. 
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B.  Metro Feasibility Studies 
Maximum deliberate new or extension metro lines can have a feasibility have a look at done first to assess the want for and 
practicality of the solutions proposed. A feasibility study is a record targeted specifically on existing or expected mobility troubles 
(e.g. Congestion, reliability and crowding) and the way a brand new metro (extension, line or network) could help to resolve them. 
These files often include sections on (existing and destiny) journey demand, infrastructure design, environmental and socio-financial 
impacts, and economic commitments wanted [9–12]. Similarly, a few feasibility studies might encompass a few special course 
eventualities [12], visitors volume calculation techniques [9], emissions reduction [9] or comparisons with different comparable 
structures [10]. Also, problems along with metro stations’ interchange get entry to [13], sustainability issues [14] or passenger 
delight surveys [10] are sometimes centered by additional and distinct metro reports, a number of which display that, from the 
metro/ rail passengers’ attitude, punctuality and reliability are key elements influencing their delight [15].  Ordinary, despite the fact 
that being very informative approximately technical elements of new metro tasks, what these feasibility studies and reports 
frequently fail to do is to present gentle measures and evidence of capability mode shift. A hard and fast of smooth and cultural 
factors surrounding mode shift, along with perceptions of security, social wishes, private attitudes or society life-style, are often not 
noted in feasibility studies. Outcomes of potential users’ surveys, with their attitudes toward a brand-new metro, willingness (or lack 
thereof) to shift to a brand-new mode and conditions beneath which this kind of shift could be considered, if in any respect, may 
want to convey a brand-new perspective to new metro venture making plans. This thing is often disregarded in feasibility research 
or different pre-launch metro reviews, as it is honestly assumed that human beings will use the brand-new metro provider (shift to 
metro) as soon as it's far to be had. But a few examples show that this mode shift system isn't always continually as easy as 
predicted. It has certainly been observed that diverse metro systems round the arena experienced lots lower demand for metro 
initiatives within the starting than forecasted (e.g. Calcutta metro five%, Miami metro 15%, Tyne and put on metro 50%) [16], and 
those developments often preserve in later operations. Evidence indicates that, in lots of instances, metro ridership forecasts have 
been faulty and overrated by 65% on average, and these numbers are usually an awful lot better for rail than for road megaprojects 
[17].  Hanging examples are the Calcutta metro, with ridership numbers simply above 10% of forecasts, and the Bangkok sky train, 
with overestimated passenger forecasts in addition to station and platform dimensions, at least for his or her early operations [17]. 
Reasons for call for prediction disasters are frequently a couple of, but ref. [18] outstanding 3 kinds related to: technical (e.g., 
Unreliable statistics used for analyses), psychological and political-monetary (e.g., Appraisal bias of the assignment) promoter 
issues, each with its very own characteristics. Reference [19] offers precise examples of parameters that have been wrongly assumed 
in a feasibility study for the Calcutta metro and influenced the call for calculation, which was eventually wrong. These parameters, 
assumed on the strategy planning stage, have been associated with [19]: 
 
1) A lot better growth fees (population and financial) than real 
2) Operation of a larger metro network (lines) within the future 
3) Shorter than real headways and faulty visitors modeling 
4) Feeder bus services serving metro stations 

 
In addition, a difficulty of bus opposition passed off, which presented metro line routes, lower charges and door-to-door service 
[19]. Similar examples of wrong call for forecasting may be found in Bangkok. The brand-new red line in Bangkok, launched in 
2017, in its first year after the launch achieved a far decrease patronage of about 22,000 passengers in keeping with day than the 
100,000 at the beginning anticipated [20]. This becomes specially because of a ‘missing hyperlink’ trouble, which did not provide 
passengers seamless connection between the new crimson line and the present blue line [21], and it took 1 year to repair this. 
Although the numbers expanded to about 50,000 as soon as the seamless connection between the 2 metro lines turned into 
established, the cutting-edge patronage continues to be about half of what turned into expected [22, 23].  
Another instance from the Sydney metro suggests that their new driverless metro device, whose section one become launched in can 
also 2019, experienced every day patronage of 172,000 in its first week of operation, which is seen as a fulfillment [24]. However, 
the general device’s capability is centered to be plenty extra, about 40,000 passengers consistent with hour [25]. If this target is to be 
carried out, in the end stages are completed, it may be vital to gain a deeper understanding of capacity passengers’ wishes and their 
hopes from the brand-new gadget and act upon it to obtain the 
Expected scale of mode shift. Universal, the examples provided above show that absolutely establishing a brand-new metro line to 
the general public isn't always sufficient cause for them to use it inside the portions forecasted. The evidence suggests that what's 
predicted to manifest, in phrases of call for forecasting, won't always take place because of diverse 
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Reasons, along with wrong information assumptions, humans’ embedded perceptions, tour habits or life-style. Therefore, metro 
stakeholders need to be aware that any forecasted exchange in journey behavior, and people’s shift from their previous modes to 
metro, may take longer than expected and that the size of the shift may fluctuate from the size assumed in feasibility reports. 
 
C.  Shift to Metro Research 
There's a limited variety of courses focused on passengers’ shift to metro, despite the truth that metro systems are expanding 
globally and imparting an effective tool to combat congestion and pollution [11]. While searching in detail, maximum new 
structures are being built in growing international locations [1], wherein regularly infrastructure creation comes first and tour 
conduct studies subsequent, if at all. Humans’ pre-release attitudes to metro offerings have been investigated formerly at a small 
scale in each evolved [2] and growing [3, 26] nations. Fraszczyk and Mulley [2] focused on new driverless metro trains in Sydney 
and people’s perceptions of this new mode of delivery which does now not require a driving force. It turned into found that most 
people in their three hundred respondents had been nice approximately the brand-new driverless metro service, but nonetheless they 
predicted to look a few traditional features on a teach (e.g. Driving force’s cabin) whose inclusion is no longer technically justified 
in this sort of provider. It was advocated to place more effort into new provider advertising and marketing movements focused on 
diverse styles of ability clients in order that they understand functions of the brand-new driverless machine higher and are cozy the 
use of it within the future. 
Sohoni et al. [26] investigated the mode shift behavior of commuters in Mumbai by conducting two surveys: a revealed preference 
(RP) survey (actual behavior), with a sample of 153, and a stated preference (SP) survey (hypothetical eventualities), with a pattern 
of 169 respondents. Effects of the RP survey display that a splendid majority of respondents (approx. 80%) have been already public 
delivery users earlier than they shifted to a brand-new metro line. Also, over half of the respondents (approx. 60%) inside the sp 
survey who used a non-public vehicle confirmed willingness to shift to a proposed metro line [26]. The authors also claim that 
results of their evaluation have been fed into transport planning and modelling activities related to ridership estimation and value of 
tour time savings on a proposed new metro corridor. 
Dahlan et al. [3] tested people’s pre-launch perceptions of a new metro provider in Jakarta, which turned into to be the first metro 
device in Indonesia. They categorized the 516 respondents into two agencies: the ones positioned alongside the brand-new metro 
hall and those positioned past the metro hall in different areas of the metropolis, and diagnosed few giant variations between the 
two. The metro hall group become less likely to own a personal automobile and extra inquisitive about deciding on the metro choice 
as an opportunity to different delivery modes than the opposite group. These findings should inform the new metro operator and 
different stakeholders approximately people’s expectancies from the brand-new service. Furthermore, service precedence 
parameters (time, cost, attempt and co2 emissions) and other key elements, such as reliability and ticket rate, were identified for the 
general public of the sample, as they might have an impact on future metro patronage. 

 
III. QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN 

To determine the smallest travel time and cost savings which will persuade commuters using private car to switch to a well-
connected Public Transport (PT) route involving a transfer. As illustrated in Figure 1, commuters were given two options: (a) to use 
the new PT route with a shuttle bus service, Route B, (b) to continue using their private car, Route A. Node I represents the 
commuters’ home and Node II is their final destination. Route B is part of a proposed integrated PT system while Route A is their 
existing route and mode. In order to preserve the door-to-door convenience of a car trip, it was assumed that for Route B a 
circulating shuttle bus service will be provide. This service will act as a feeder to the terminal. Such services are in practice in many 
American cities as well as developing countries (Cervero 1997). 

 
Figure 1. Route Choice for Survey 1 Commuters 
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Details of the participants’ current trip were obtained. It includes their frequent travel, current travel time and car expenses and the 
end of their upcoming trip. In addition, participants were asked the three questions:  
1) Item 1: If you could not save on time, how much would you be willing to pay for the travel you would like on Route B?  
2) Item 2: If you could only save cost, what is the minimum total travel cost savings you want for Route B?  
3) Item 3: The minimum total travel time and cost savings (combined) you want for Route B?  
The questions were designed to attain the threshold value which will motivate car users to switch to PT. It was of interest to 
determine the change in the threshold values for when travel time and cost savings were provided exclusively and combined. 
Participation was voluntary. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper focusses on commuters’ willingness to shift to metro and conditions beneath which such a shift could be 
considered. The literature centered on new metro strains often offers with technical troubles of infrastructure design or 
operations, but lacks perception from potential passengers’ factor of view. There may be very restrained research on 
humans’ pre-launch willingness to swap their current modes of shipping in favor of the new metro. Therefore, this paper 
goals to inspect human being’s willingness to shift to metro and situations below which they could be interested in doing so. 
A take a look at approach based on a developing United State of America is applied to inform the new metro stakeholders 
and choice-makers about capacity customers’ attitudes towards the brand new gadget and the importance of things, both 
tough and tender, that might facilitate the destiny shift to metro. 
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